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About This Game

Background Story

Recently DarkStar Academy of Sciences discovered a colossal cave, they sent a number of researchers, but they lost all
communications with them after entering the cave. To uncover the dark secrets of this huge cave, the Academy is putting

together an elite squad to send into the Abyss, They are called Abyss Raiders. Each elite member will have access to drive a
Drilling Truck Survivor designed by the academy. The Survivor has formidable self-repairing, ore extraction and production,
and research and development ability. If in such danger or if unable to contact with the ground, the Survivors can also support
their independent exploration and research underground. As expected, after entering the cave, they are disturbed by a strong

energy. In a great shock, the members have fallen into a coma, and Drilling Trucks went out of control. You have managed to
enter the deepest part of the cave, somewhere between tens of thousands of meters underground. But truck bodies are severely

damaged that many functions can't work normally...

At this moment, you hear hurried alarms in a trance...

As a member of an elite squad, you penetrate into an abyss myriametres deep, fighting against unknown creatures. Survive and
explore this huge underground world.

In this game, you need to design and construct Turrets in real-time to defend against continuous attacks of your enemy.
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Meanwhile, you have a Robot Assistant who will assist you in fights, collect resources, and maintain Turrets. You can develop
weapons, gears and Turret Units, and use various weapons and ammunitions to explore the vast underground cave and search for

relics scattered around. Finally, find out this underworld world and escape from it.

Game

Modular Automatic.--- It is a convenient and simple defense device. You can piece different modules together to make devices
with different functions. As for Battle Turret, it must be equipped with weapons and ammunition boxes to function normally.
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Title: Abyss Cave
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Piao Jingfu
Publisher:
Gamera Game
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,Simplified Chinese
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Cute game, very suitable for children. Shares and improves knowledge about the time playfully.
The little car goes on an adventure from Stone Age up to the future.In every time zone, he has to solve tasks to go on.
Everything can be clicked and discovered. If there is a Problem, the car guides and helps you. This game made my childhood
awesome, still love it though.. No.... Just.. Just no... This game really isn't too great. First off, we die when we haven't even done
anything. And trust me, this isn't only going to happen once or twice, this happens literally every two ♥♥♥♥ing minutes. I
actually tried to make it for more than two minutes, but the ♥♥♥♥ing fighting mechanic is garbage, worse than the 2015
Godzilla game, but this is just♥♥♥♥♥♥ The only thing wrong in that game was the fighting mechanic, but seriously, this game
is even worse. Why can we only be a lion? What about a tiger, or a leopard? Hell, why not even the Predator himself? That's the
reason I bought this game. Can we please get a decent simulator that isn't a ripoff of Goat Simulator? If you're looking for a
game where you play as a predator, this isn't the one to buy. I might've thought this might've been that mobile game where you
could play as animals from Africa and dinosaurs like Spinosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Rex, etc. But no, of course it wasn't... Just
don't buy this, it's not worth the three dollars. Now come to think of it, I'm sure the budget of this game IS only three dollars.. I
really enjoyed this game's grid-battle mechanics. I particularly enjoyed how it contains SO MANY different twists on the core
battle system and the overworld-map navigation system. I played it for over ten hours and it was fully worth my time. I also
really enjoyed the sweet witch-hacker aesthetic!!. It's tough as nails, if you're into that kind of thing.. This game is very
atmospheric and interesting, i mostly get atracted to games in space because i like the ambient and concept it allways has...

Then there's the bad side of purchasing this game, and that's the price compared to how short it is, it takes only 1 hour to beat
(This can vary on how much do you interact with objects).

Anyways, you shouldn't buy it, not because it's bad, it's disapointing.. Simple but nice story.
Most of the hidden object scenes are difficult but very interesting.
There can be small problems with navigtion with mouse on some screen to go backwards but that's ok with the time.
The map is not "at the top" but that's ok.
Good game.
7.5/10. Supporting the developer! 10\/10. :). There's a microtransaction type of system that was implemented but abandoned in
the form of "crystals". As others have stated, the Mahjong itself isn't even well programmed, because often times, various
puzzles were impossible to solve. Hence, the player can use their pendant to store a single Mahjong tile at a time during the
game, so they can basically cheat...but the player has to cheat to solve some of the puzzles (which I think are randomly
generated). Whether that was because they wanted the user to buy the "crystals" or because of poor programming, I don't know..
Why should you buy a game that is twelve years old?

It's very simple - this is the best, and I suppose only, realistic single-player FPS dealing with the Vietnam War.

It does not try to be cartoonish about the war, nor does it delve into deep psychological aspects of the war, either. Don't expect a
Spec Ops: The Line experience, but you're also not playing Rambo. Instead, expect intense firefights and a heavy dose of 'Nam
atmosphere.

Men of Valor is definitely an old-school shooter, either. Don't expect to magically heal up just by standing there - you'll need to
collect health packs to magically heal up. Enemies tend to appear in the same places, which is actually a good thing - the game is
punishing in difficulty, so you'll get to die and restart a lot. It's also not for sissies with little patience - checkpoints are few and
far between and Men of Valor laughs at the idea of a quicksave. Get used to running part of the same level over...and over...and
over again.

That said, it's still a great game and one that deals with a little-explored subject matter. It's well worth a play if you like shooters,
or if you have an interest in the Vietnam war (just make sure to dial down the difficulty if you aren't a shooter fan).

11/10 Would rage quit the Vietnam War after trying fifteen times in a row to get past the same ruined village. trash I wasn't able
to install it.. I've tried everything.
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Just a ripoff of Rust.... Works really well with SkyrimVR! Remember to focus its window when playing.. The Vegeta itself is a
pretty terrible vehicle. It's slow, low DPS, and dies quickly. There's no real reason to get this.

The only good situation this is somewhat useable is Nest Destruction and ant hordes.. Update the second: They've added
"Controller" to the requirements, therefore, as promised, I'll change my review. I'll leave the original below the line.

I fell in love with this game the first time I saw a preview teaser for it for the Nintendo Switch and was happy as a clam when it
got released on PC as well.

I've read that it can be quite short when you do only what you are meant to do, about 3 hours. Yet if you enjoy the quirky
optional dialogs, which are funny and have good voice acting, and want to do all the challenges, it should be more in the 7 hours
range and completely worth the price.

If I had to compare this to another game I'd say it's the lovechild of "Ghost Trick: Phantom Detective" and "Psychonauts",
which still doesn't do it justice.

If you've got a controller: Buy it, try it, most likely enjoy it. And if not simply refund it. But I doubt you will.

Update the third: Just as a small proof that I didn't simply miss the controller recommendation: https://archive.is/Siwsf
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Update: Managed to beat said miniboss on the first try with a controller. Don't buy this game unless you got one and are willing
to use it. Untill they add some form of warning on the store page to this effect I still don't recommend this game.

Original review
This review is based on playing with keyboard (and before anyone says anything: It only advertises "Full controller support", not
"Controller recommended/required").

It's a twinstick platformer. The first I've ever seen. Movement is mapped to WASD, action direction is mapped to the cursor
keys, actions are mapped to Q E F and space. I haven't found a way to remap yet.

Currently I'm stuck at a miniboss in chapter 2 you have to keep dodging in an arena, which, unless I am missing something,
requires movement, aiming, Q and space at once.
Which is a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥on a keyboard, I've been at it for about 30 minutes.

Proposed solutions: Add "Controller" to the system requirements, add a warning to the description (like e.g. Assassins Creed
did, which I still enjoyed with mouse and keyboard), add mouse support for the aiming (invisible or visible cursor relative to to
Penny), offer a way to rebind.

I'm off to try and borrow a controller, I will update this review after I played with one.. While an older game it is still a good
game that once you get the hang of, it is quite addicting. B
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pretty sure I'd rather be sent to the gulag than hear that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing voice line again.. Reminiscent of
Amnesia. Full of creepy atmosphere and haunting visuals.

Positives:
+ Imaginative hellscape.
+ Pretty fast loading times.
+ Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.

Negatives:
- Random framerate drops. (50 drops to 10 fps on a HD 4400 Graphics card.)
- Sluggish mouse movement. Turning and stopping seems delayed. (Turning off V-Sync fixes this.)
- Accurate representation of Salt Lake City, Utah.
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